ETERNITY PE with SPARSH M2S

MATRIX MOBILE SOFTPHONE OFFERED MOBILITY TO REAL ESTATE DEVELOPER. ENHANCED FIELD WORKFORCE COLLABORATION

INTRODUCTION
Neelam Realtors is one of the Mumbai’s premier real estate developers since 1978. With more than 20 partners for building solutions, the group endeavors to create premium quality residential and commercial landmarks within the Mumbai Metropolitan Region. In modern age of technology, Neelam Realtors required a cost-effective solution for seamless connectivity between their field workers and head office.

CHALLENGES
Mumbai is witnessing a vigorous growth in real estate and Neelam Realtors is blooming along it. With high mobility of the workforce and project-based nature of the industry, thrives the need for wireless connectivity and seamless integration with sites and field workers. Moreover, Neelam Realtors required to keep their existing communication system intact with a new cost-effective system in place for mobile workers.

INDUSTRY
Real Estate Industry

CUSTOMER
Neelam Realtors

SERVICES
Medicines, Surgical Products, Emergency Aids, Lab Services

LOCATION
Mumbai

CHALLENGES
• Connectivity between 50 Field Workers and Head Office
• Cost-effective Solution without Changing the Current System
• Support Organization’s Expansion Plans
• Easy Management of Communication System

SOLUTION
ETERNITY PE – IP-PBX and SPARSH M2S – Mobile Softphone
• Reduced Telecom Cost up to 80%
• Delivered on-the-move Mobility to Field Workers
• Peer-to-Peer Connectivity between Existing IP-PBX and ETERNITY PE over IP
• Remote Management of all the Systems with Web based GUI
SOLUTION
Matrix offered its ETERNITY PE IP-PBX with SPARSH M2S — Mobile Softphone as a business mobility solution. ETERNITY PE is a cost-effective IP-PBX for mid-size businesses. It offers scalable platform and universal connectivity that can be flexibly configured, expanded and centrally managed to address specific communication needs.

SPARSH M2S is a Mobile Softphone application for Android/iPhone smartphones that redefines the workplace experience for Matrix IP-PBX users. It delivers one touch access to advance call management features of Matrix IP-PBX such as Call Conference, Presence, Corporate Directory Access and Voice Mail.

Reduced Telecom Cost up to 80% with IP Telephony between Head Office and Field Workers
Using IP telephony of VoIP network, Neelam Realtors reduced the telecom cost up to 80% on calls exchanged between head office and field workers. With flexible scalability and minimum investment, IP telephony features of ETERNITY PE offers simple 3-digit Dialing, Conference, Call Transfer and other Call Management features bringing diversity to solutions and making it an easy choice for customer.

Delivered on-the-move Mobility to Field Workers
Business Mobility solution from SPARSH M2S — Mobile Softphone empowered the field workers to have one-touch access to co-workers in head office by simply Dial-by-Extension or Corporate Directory Access making them virtually present at the desk. Moreover, enhanced collaboration with Video Calling, Instant Messaging, Presence Sharing and Voice Mail features redefines the workplace experience.

Peer-to-Peer Connectivity between Existing IP-PBX and ETERNITY PE via IP to use Existing Infrastructure
With the help of IP network, existing IP-PBX and ETERNITY PE were connected for expansion of the system without drastically changing the infrastructure. The future ready VoIP technology helped the customer to save additional cost on infrastructure.

Remote Management of all the Systems with Web based GUI
With the web based Remote Management feature, all the systems can be centrally managed by the IT administrators from anywhere through any device.

APPLICATION
Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and Security solutions for modern businesses and enterprises. An innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization; Matrix is committed to keep pace with the revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With around 30% of its human resources dedicated to the development of new products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge products like IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP Gateways and Terminals, GSM Gateways, Access Control and Time-Attendance Systems, Video Surveillance System and Fire Alarm Systems. These solutions are feature-rich, reliable and conform to the international standards. Having global foot-prints in Asia, Europe, North America, South America and Africa through an extensive network of more than 500 channel partners, Matrix ensures that the products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of customers representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many international awards for its innovative products.

RESULTS

- Reduced 80% internal communication cost with IP enabled Mobile Softphone – SPARSH M2S.
- Minimized upfront cost as no license required for activation of Matrix SPARSH M2S – Mobile Softphone Application.
- No change in existing communication infrastructure for ease of use and quick execution.
- Easy for field workers to have seamless connectivity through corporate directory access and instant messaging features of SPARSH M2S – Mobile Softphone.
- Centralized management of system and remote support with web based GUI increasing the reach of IT department.
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